Playing the Long Game: Some Pros and Cons of Working Collaboratively by Rebecca Burton
When I was asked to create a list of pros and cons with regard to working collaboratively as a strategy to bring about change, my first thought was, "What can I say about that?" It's true, I have long been interested in collaborative, collective, and devised theatre practices, 1 in part because they can provide alternatives to traditional structures and hierarchical processes, which historically have excluded some groups and privileged others. My knowledge comes through varied experiences with theatre, which is almost always a collaborative art form. As a graduate student I specialized in feminist theatre performance, which often draws on principles of collectivism as an alternate means to challenge and subvert patriarchal models of form and function. I experimented with theories in practice by participating in devised theatre productions, most of them feminist (Las Pasionarias, Mayworks and Groundswell; Slasher Mary, Hysteria Festival; Babbling Bones ... and Bill's Ladies, The Fem Collective; The Prostituted Muse, SATCO), but not all (Orbit, FOOT Festival; The Epic of Gilgamesh, Whole Loaf Theatre). I have also worked with various committee structures, such as student unions (University of Toronto), theatre boards (Sarasvati Productions), and numerous organizing groups (for conferences, festivals, women's caucuses, and more). Currently, I sit on the Advisory Committee for Cultural Pluralism in the Arts Movement Ontario (CPAMO), which recently formed an action group with a dozen organizations to work on common projects contributing to systemic change and pluralism in the arts.
2 I also spearhead an umbrella project run out of the Playwrights Guild of Canada called Equity in Theatre (EIT): an inclusive and multistakeholder initiative comprising ten associations 3 that have come together to redress the under-representation of women and other marginalized communities in the theatre sector.
4 Given my current administrative work, as well as my academic and practitioner history, it seems I am in a position after all to reflect on and share some of my thoughts about the joys and pains of working collaboratively. The following, then, is my response to the query posed above, and it is based on observation and personal experience; in no way is the list meant to be a comprehensive charting of the dynamics of collaboration. Rather, in many ways, what it offers is an extreme view, for it provides best-and worst-case scenarios that might arise when working with collaborative, collective, and/or devised methods on artistic or sociopolitical projects for change. ctr 170 spring 2017
Playing the Long Game | FEATURES PRO: Strength in Unity -There is great power and strength in a group united by working together for a common purpose. To quote Margaret Mead, "Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has." Small or big, a group of dedicated people unified and focused on a goal can be a strong and efficacious force.
PRO: Improved Chances of Finding the Best ResponseWorking in a group bolsters the possibility of dreaming up the best, strongest possible response or solution to an issue at hand. This is because there will be multiple ideas to consider, given the feedback and input provided by the various perspectives and vantage points of the people in the group.
CON: Slow Going -Working collaboratively can be a slow and sometimes painful process, as it often requires detailed group discussion before actions can be agreed to and taken. Sitting around talking at length can feel frustrating, demoralizing, and even enraging, particularly if the group becomes all talk and no action, in which case nothing concrete will be accomplished.
PRO: Greater Potential for New
Ideas and SolutionsWhen many different minds and skill sets hone in on a particular problem or issue, it is possible to come up with innovative solutions and hybrid combinations of ideas that might not have been thought of otherwise.
CON: Greater Potential for Loss of Focus -When working with a group, it is fairly easy to lose focus, wander off-topic, and stray from the primary aim. Thus, it is best to have clear processes and/or structures in place to help facilitate the collaboration and keep things on track (e.g. regular check-ins, periodic updates, meetings with set agendas, timelines, and other tools).
CON: Danger of Too Much
Compromise -Conversely, working in a group can be problematic if there are too many disparate ideas, and most especially if there is too much compromise going on in the effort to find common ground. This can lead to a weakening of vision, sometimes overextension, or paralysis and inaction, as the group struggles to identify a middle position that will be accepted and implemented by all parties with full agreement.
PRO: Stronger Possibility of Success -With many different people working together, there is a greater chance of success in achieving the desired result. For example, EIT involves the theatre industry's major stakeholders, so the possibility of realizing change is far greater with all of the organizations working together than it would be if the task was approached by a single individual or association. No one person can change the system, but if everyone works together (from within and without), then change is more than possible; it is inevitable. CON: Possibility of Competing Agendas -With many different people and/or organizations working together, there is a danger that divisions and polarized camps might materialize, ctr 170 spring 2017 FEATURES | Playing the Long Game CON: May Increase Burnout -On the flipside, working collaboratively can also lead to burnout if one or only a few people do the majority of the work, carrying the group, as it were, by increasing their own workloads. This scenario may lead to resentment, internal strife, and a complete breakdown in the collective process.
By way of conclusion, I will confess that although my list is evenly matched in numbers, I believe the pros far outweigh the cons. My experiences have taught me that a collaborative and/or collective approach is desirable (for the potential impact is great!) and possible (even though these modes can be trying and hard work), but one must consider the people involved in the group, which can make or break a project. Oftentimes it might seem that collective methods are overly time-consuming, that they do not move quickly enough, and that, when it comes to action, they accomplish little. My advice to combat that problem is to be well organized, as efficient as possible, and, most especially, patient. Stay the course. Keep the goal in sight, and don't give up. Remember: This is a long game. Systemic change takes time (we really have come a great distance in a very short time, even though we have so much farther yet to go). Another secret for success, and an absolute necessity, I think, is for collaborations and collectives to have some kind of clearly defined (non-hierarchical) division of labour in place; that way projects can be carried out effectively and in a timely fashion. And what if a collaborative endeavour accomplishes its set task(s), what then? A guiding principle I would offer in that case is this: Don't outlive your purpose, don't be afraid to change, and do be prepared to morph the collaboration as needed (that's part of the beauty of unconventional structures; you can do that!). EIT initially set out with a four-pronged plan, which it successfully completed. Faced with the "Now what?" question, the group has continued to focus on the last aspect (community since people/organizations often have different kinds of needs or incompatible and competing agendas, which can lead to tension, animosity, hostility, and infighting. Needless to say, little is accomplished under such circumstances. PRO: Capitalizing on People's Strengths -When working in a group, activities and actions can be organized efficiently and to maximum effect by capitalizing on the participants' strong suits and arranging tasks according to people's strengths, training, and interests. If the people in an assembled group are on-task, well suited to the work at hand, and passionately interested in transformation, then the result will likely be an extremely effective, high-powered dynamo for change.
CON:
Dealing with People Politics -Alternatively, when people work together, various kinds of power dynamics, inequities, and micro-aggressions sometimes arise. One or a few individuals might dominate the group with their ideas and discussion practices, intentionally or not. Occasionally, outright bullying might occur, silencing and repressing the participation of the less aggressive people in the group, so that their ideas are not shared and brought to the fore, brilliant though they may be. In such instances, the collaborative process is broken (sometimes a total farce), and the interrelations of the group poisoned, which usually brings the work to a grinding halt.
PRO: Helps Safeguard against Burnout -Working collectively can help protect individuals from being overloaded with work and burning out before the project is completed, since tasks and decision-making are divvied up and shared among the group members (rather than being taken on by a single individual). ctr 170 spring 2017
Playing the Long Game | FEATURES collective = shared purpose and motivation, ideology; collaboration = self-imposed framework and structure, context; devising = adopted strategies and rules, process. (viii-ix) With these distinctions in mind, it should be noted that I use the terms collaborative and collective somewhat interchangeably in the pros and cons list. This is primarily for ease of writing. The intent is not to conflate the concepts, though they do share many similarities.
2 To learn more about CPAMO, visit their website at cpamo.org/. events and social actions), but that may change in the near future. EIT is undergoing a process of review and reassessment facilitated by a specialized strategic planning consultant. Only time will tell what will transpire with the initiative and what form it will adopt in the new year. In the meantime, I must take my own advice to heart and embrace the opportunity to adapt and change along with the collaborative process, if necessary, in order to find the best path forward for EIT and the goal of sectoral transformation.
Notes
Graphics by Craig Riddock 1 A distinction must be made between the terms collaborative, collective, and devised, though they are mutable and often elided. Collaborative refers to a person working with another or others. What that working arrangement might look like and produce can vary greatly, but often traditional divisions of labour are involved. Popularized in the sixties and seventies, collective creation involves collaboration but usually focuses on de-specification and an equalization of power relations, and there is a tendency to explore alternatives to hierarchal structures and centralized decision-making, to emphasize process over product, and to prioritize the whole over the parts. Devised refers to a process of theatrical creation undertaken by a collective or a person working collaboratively or in isolation. Bruce Barton, the editor of Collective Creation, Collaboration and Devising, offers up the following delimitations, drawing on the work of Allison Oddey:
collaboration is the structure-the processual framework-that governs devising; a devised 'product is work' (as opposed to a work) that 'emerge(s) from and [is] generated by' (as opposed to written or composed) through 'group' (not individual) authorship operating 'in (as opposed to through) collaboration.' If we push on this: 
